
INSIGHT

Client

  Leading health benefits services provider

Challenge

  Generate additional savings within a mature 
  managed services program 

Solution

  Business Intelligence Group focused on 
  identifying savings opportunities

  Analysis of VCG’s proprietary data warehouse   
  revealed supplier base inefficiencies 

  Streamlined supplier base to reduce costs 
  and improve program performance 

Results 

  32% reduction in number of IT suppliers 

  67% reduction in number of A&I suppliers 

  5% overall reduction of already competitive 
  rates program-wide 

Business Challenge

This client, a global health benefits services provider, was in the 
sixth successful year of their Managed Services Program (MSP) with 
Volt Consulting Group (VCG). VCG had delivered significant cost 
savings through the life of the program through both the automated 
efficiencies of a Vendor Management System (VMS) for services 
procurement and VCG’s program management expertise.  As the 
program had matured, the savings realized from streamlining all 
procurement processes began to plateau, so the client and VCG 
consulted on opportunities to find additional savings and efficiencies 
while maintaining the program framework.  

The Solution

VCG’s Business Intelligence Group began exhaustive examination 
of information from VCG’s proprietary data warehouse, including 
historical client data and broader market information. As the data 
was analyzed, the BI group focused on opportunities for cost savings 
within the client’s supplier base. VCG established Key Performance 
Indicators (KPI) to measure and compare each supplier’s rates, 
response times, candidate quality and suitability, and supplier 
cooperation and compliance, as well as overall supplier base size and 
efficiency and contingent labor and diversity spend trends. 

While VCG was already delivering competitive contingent labor rates 
for their market, the deep-dive supplier audit enabled the BI group to 
get a complete assessment of the client’s supplier relationships and 
identify opportunities to optimize those relationships.  The optimization 
went beyond driving additional cost savings to include increasing 
financial controls, compliance, risk mitigation, and contingent 
employee quality and availability. 

The resulting supplier scores enabled the client to make strategic 
decisions about which suppliers to retain and which were unnecessary 
for the program. VCG then negotiated with the retained suppliers to 
secure lower rates in exchange for a greater volume of business. 

The Results

The in-depth analysis of KPIs enabled VCG to reduce the number of 
IT staffing suppliers by 32% and Administrative & Industrial staffing 
suppliers by 67%. Coupled with the reduction in their already 
competitive rates, negotiated as part of the streamlining process, the 
client realized a 5% reduction in overall contingent labor costs.  

The positive impact went beyond cost savings. By increasing order 
volume with the retained suppliers, VCG was able to earn increased 
service level commitments from each staffing company. These 
upgrades have driven consistent improvements in candidate quality, 
accelerated supplier response time, and boosted program satisfaction 
for the clients’ internal end-users. 
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